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Bookmakers and punters are wondering who will win the soccer World Cup in 2022.

The 2022 FIFA World Cup is scheduled to … take place in Qatar from 21 November to 18
December 2022. … Due to Qatar's intense summer heat, this World Cup will be held from 
late-November to mid-December, making it the first tournament not to be held in May, 
June, or July; it is to be played in a reduced timeframe of around 28 days.

Wikipedia - 2022 FIFA World Cup
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_cup_2022

Qatar, officially the State of Qatar, is a country in Western Asia. It occupies the small Qatar 
Peninsula on the northeastern coast of the Arabian Peninsula, and shares its sole land 
border with neighbouring Gulf Cooperation Council monarchy Saudi Arabia to the south, 
with the rest of its territory surrounded by the Persian Gulf. The Gulf of Bahrain, an inlet of 
the Persian Gulf, separates Qatar from nearby Bahrain.

The capital is Doha, home to over 80% of the nation's population.

In early 2017, Qatar's total population was 2.6 million: 313,000 Qatari citizens and 2.3 
million expatriates.

Wikipedia - Qatar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qatar

Deaths 618
Fatality rate 0.23%
Vaccinations 2,360,308 (total vaccinated)
 

Wikipedia - COVID-19 Pandemic in Qatar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qatar_COVID-19

At bookmakers, you can bet on the 2022 World Cup.

It is effortless to bet on the outcome of a match because you usually do not need to get the 
exact result right. With the best bookmakers of the 2022 World Cup, you can also bet on

the goalscorer,
number of cards,
number of corners or 
the halftime score.

World Cup 2022 Betting
https://www.qatarwc2022.com/world-cup-2022-betting/

Bookmakers and punters are also wondering whether 2022 will be the year of the Clot Shot Cup.

More specifically:

Bookmakers and punters are wondering whether they will witness on field collapses and deaths.

433 Athlete Cardiac Arrests, Serious Issues, 256 Dead, After COVID Shot
https://goodsciencing.com/covid/athletes-suffer-cardiac-arrest-die-after-covid-shot/

Even in parts of the country where covid isn’t overwhelming the health system, patients are
showing up to the ER sicker than before the pandemic, their diseases more advanced and
in need of more complicated care.

Months of treatment delays have exacerbated chronic conditions and worsened symptoms.

Doctors and nurses say the severity of illness ranges widely and includes abdominal pain, 
respiratory problems, blood clots, heart conditions and suicide attempts, among other 
conditions.

ERs Are Swamped With Seriously Ill Patients, Although Many Don’t Have Covid
Kaiser Health News - Kate Wells, Michigan Radio - 29 October 2021

https://khn.org/news/article/hospital-emergency-rooms-swamped-seriously-ill-non-covid-
patients/

The linear trend suggests the situation will deteriorate throughout 2022.

433 Athlete Cardiac Arrests, Serious Issues, 256 Dead, After COVID Shot
https://goodsciencing.com/covid/athletes-suffer-cardiac-arrest-die-after-covid-shot/

Life Insurance CEO Says Deaths Up 40% Among Those Aged 18-64

"We are seeing, right now, the highest death rates we have seen in the history of this 
business – not just at OneAmerica," said Scott Davison, head of the $100 billion insurance 
company that's been in operation since 1877 and has approximately 2,400 employees.

The increase represents "huge, huge numbers," among "primarily working-age people" who 
have employer-sponsored group life plans through OneAmerica, according to The Center 
Square.

"And what we saw just in third quarter, we’re seeing it continue into fourth quarter, is 
that death rates are up 40% over what they were pre-pandemic," Davison said during an
online news conference last week.

"Just to give you an idea of how bad that is, a three-sigma or a one-in-200-year catastrophe 
would be 10% increase over pre-pandemic."

"So 40% is just unheard of," he added.

Zero Hedge - Tyler Durden - 3 Jan 2022
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths-40-among-those-aged-

18-64-and-not-because-covid

But nobody wants to talk about 2022 being the year of the Clot Shot Cup.

… in many cases, we didn’t mention a person’s vaccination status.

There is a good reason for that. 

None of the clubs want to reveal this information.
None of their sponsors want to reveal it.
The players have been told not to reveal it.
Most of their relatives will not mention it.
None of the media are asking this question.

433 Athlete Cardiac Arrests, Serious Issues, 256 Dead, After COVID Shot
https://goodsciencing.com/covid/athletes-suffer-cardiac-arrest-die-after-covid-shot/

Perhaps they're hoping pigs will fly in 2022.
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